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STACKING DOMAIN MORPHOLOGY
IN EPITAXIAL GRAPHENE

Parts of this chapter are submitted as T. A. de Jong, L. Visser, J. Jobst, R. M. Tromp & S. J. van der Molen, Stacking domain morphology in epitaxial graphene on silicon carbide [194]
In this chapter we will study stacking domain boundaries in high quality epitaxial graphene from three different sources. These domains are due to the lattice mismatch between the graphene and the \((6\sqrt{3} \times 6\sqrt{3}) R30^\circ\) reconstructed buffer layer. In addition to the Dark Field LEEM observations in Chapter 4, such domains have been observed using other techniques as well, including thermoelectric imaging and STM [137, 195, 196]. Using the domain morphology, we here extract properties of the graphene itself.

We image graphene on SiC using Bright Field LEEM at a landing energy \(E_0 \approx 40\) eV. By employing stitching of high resolution AC-LEEM data as described in Appendix B, we obtain a field of view exceeding \(10 \times 10\) \(\mu\)m, while retaining a high enough resolution of at least 2.2 nm/pixel to characterize the stacking domain boundaries, enabling the gathering of statistics.

![Figure 7.1: Sample comparison. a, Intercalated quasi-freestanding graphene on SiC, grown using an experimental carbonated growth from Heiko Weber’s group in Erlangen-Nürnberg imaged using BF-LEEM at \(E_0 = 40\) eV. b, Commercially bought graphene on 4H-SiC from Graphensic based on the Linköping growth technique, imaged at \(E_0 = 37\) eV. c, Polymer assisted growth on 6H-SiC sample grown at PTB Braunschweig imaged at \(E_0 = 36\) eV.](image)

Samples from three different sources are imaged in this way. A comparison of unprocessed stitched data is shown in Figure 7.1. First, sample A, grown at the University of Erlangen-Nürnberg using an early prototype of a variation on polymer assisted growth, where a layer of carbon is sputtered onto the SiC before growth. This sample is grown with an argon back pressure to enable uniform growth and hydrogen intercalated to create quasi-freestanding bilayer graphene [197]. Second, sample B, a commercially bought sample from the company Graphensic. Finally, sample C grown at the PTB in Braunschweig using polymer-assisted sublimation growth in argon back pressure [10, 128].

In the next section the full datasets are shown and the visible features in the images are described qualitatively. Then, we will use GPA to quantitatively analyze the domain sizes and connect this to the relative strain between the layers. In Sections 7.3 and 7.4 we will take a closer look at two peculiar features: spiral domain walls and edge dislocations.

---
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before we will interpret the results and draw conclusions about strain and local variation in these materials.

The Python code used to generate the figures in this Chapter is available at Ref. [146].

7.1 Qualitative description of sample features

Before analysis, the full datasets are normalized by dividing each by a smoothed version of itself with a width of $\sigma = 50$ pixels, where for samples B and C the bilayer areas are normalized separately. The resulting overviews are shown in Figure 7.2.

For sample A an area of $305 \mu m^2$ is imaged at a resolution of $2.2 \text{ nm/pixel}$ with an average total integration time of $194.7$ s (per position). For sample B an area of $111 \mu m^2$, of which $7.1\%$ is bilayer, is imaged at $1.4 \text{ nm/pixel}$ with an average total integration time of $103.8$ s. For sample C an area of $112 \mu m^2$, of which $3.5\%$ is bilayer, is imaged at a resolution of $2.2 \text{ nm/pixel}$ with an average total integration time of $16.6$ s.

For all three samples, terrace step edges of the SiC substrate are visible, running roughly horizontal. On all samples, some conglomerated (carbohydrate?) adsorbates are visible as black spots, sticking to these substrate step edges and some other defects. Sample A shows a bit more adsorbates than the other samples, more likely due to sample handling and imaging conditions than due to the growth procedure. This sample also shows additional defect lines running roughly vertical. Two examples are indicated with red arrows in Figure 7.2a. As they terminate in points (indicated with red circles) and cross substrate steps, they seem unlikely to be terrace edges. Instead, they are probably folds or residue from excess carbon from the experimental carbonated growth process.

All three samples show some bilayer areas, occurring bright in Figure 7.2b,c. For sample A, they occur dark (e.g. just above and below the center, indicated with orange arrows in a), due to the different value of $E_0$ used and the hydrogen intercalation. Furthermore both the samples in Figure 7.2b,c show terraces with a slightly different contrast, next to the lower bilayer area in b (indicated with a green arrow) and in several spots in c, in particular in round spots in the center of terraces (some examples indicated with green arrows). This difference in intensity is due to the stacking order and termination of the underlying silicon carbide [198, 199].
Figure 7.2: Normalized sample overviews. Similar to Figure 7.1, but all full areas normalized by dividing by a Gaussian smoothed version of the image (with width $\sigma = 50$ pixels) to eliminate global brightness variation, treating bilayer areas separately for b,c. Details about the indicated features are given in the main text.
7.1: Qualitative Description of Sample Features

Of the three samples, Sample A is the most irregular. In addition to the aforementioned vertically running defect lines, the SiC substrate step edges are wavier than in the other two samples, although further apart, due to a step bunching procedure applied in the process before graphene growth as described in Section 4.2.1. In Figure 7.3, some full-resolution detail images showcase the domain boundary morphology. The domain shapes are irregular. Stripe domains (Figure 7.3a) occur in roughly three directions. Triangular domains occur as well, but are irregularly shaped, not forming larger regular grids (Figure 7.3b). Remarkably, around the defect lines, domains are significantly larger and irregular (Figure 7.3c), suggesting they are folds out of plane which absorb some of the lattice mismatch.

Sample B is much more regular. In Figure 7.4a,b, it is visible that both relatively regular triangular domains and very dense stripe domains occur [103, 107]. Although these stripe domains again occur in three directions, they occur parallel to the substrate step edges in the very large majority of the cases. Details of the bilayer-on-buffer layer areas
are shown in Figure 7.4c,d. Stripe domain boundaries occur between the buffer layer and the lower graphene layer, with the domain boundaries ‘twinning’, i.e. forming pairs closer together, due to the energy mismatch between ABC and ABA stacked graphene, as discussed in Section 5.3. Domain boundaries between the top two graphene layers also occur, distinguishable by much higher contrast than those lower down, as expected. However, they seem largely irregular, which matches the observation in Chapter 4 that those domain boundaries are caused by nucleation instead of strain [47, 195]. However, in some areas where triangular domains border the bilayer, e.g. in Figure 7.4d, it seems that the domain boundaries in the monolayer on buffer layer connect to domain boundaries in the bilayer-on-buffer layer on both levels, i.e. alternating between the buffer layer and the bottom graphene layer and between the two graphene layers.

**Figure 7.5: Details in sample C. a, Large triangular domains. b, Stripe domains in two distinct directions. c, Stripe domains with a node line crossing across substrate step edges. d, Low density stripes and disorder. All panels have the same scale.**

For Sample C, details are shown in Figure 7.5. Some triangular domains occur, but a larger part is covered by stripe domains in three directions. Both the triangles and stripe widths vary, but generally are significantly larger than in Sample B. Domain boundaries and even AA node strings (Figure 7.5c, also occurring on Sample B) seem to cross substrate step edges unperturbed. Finally, like in Sample A, irregular domain shapes are quite common and will be explored in Section 7.4. But first, in the next section we will apply GPA to quantify the domain morphology and leverage the large size of the imaged areas to obtain some statistics.

### 7.2 Stripe Domains in Epitaxial Graphene

From the morphology of the domains as shown in the previous section, it was already clear that the graphene on SiC samples are less homogeneous than expected. Although strain in graphene on SiC and even non-homogeneity of the strain has been studied extensively using e.g. Raman spectroscopy [123, 200, 201], the mere existence of domain boundaries which concentrate the strain means that extra care should be taken interpreting these results, as these techniques average over relatively large areas. In this section we will extract more quantitative information from the stacking domains, and use the relation between the stacking domains and the atomic lattice to quantify strain and disorder on the atomic level.

Assuming the amount of carbon atoms in the graphene layer is fixed after the growth
the average size of the domains is determined by the remaining mismatch between graphene and the 6√3 reconstruction of the buffer layer on the SiC at the growth temperature. The remaining mismatch is given by:

\[ \epsilon = 1 - \frac{13a_G}{6\sqrt{3}a_{SiC}} \]

Because the mismatch is relatively small (otherwise the reconstruction would not be able to form!), accurate values of the relevant lattice parameters and their temperature dependence are needed to calculate the expected domain size. To obtain an estimate, we use the same values as used in Ref. [202]: \( a_{SiC} = 0.3096 \text{nm} \) and \( a_G = 0.2458 \text{nm} \) at \( T \approx 1200^\circ \text{C} \). This corresponds to a remaining lattice mismatch of \( \epsilon = 0.7\% \) (where graphene has the smaller lattice constant compared to the buffer layer). Note that given the thermal expansion coefficients this number is strongly dependent on the growth temperature, decreasing by about 0.05% for a 100K lower growth temperature. Finally, it is claimed that a shorter growth time can give a small carbon deficiency, effectively yielding a tensile strain in the graphene layer at the growth temperature.

If domain boundary crossings, i.e. AA-sites cost extra energy compared to a domain boundary, there is an extra phase transition in the two-dimensional Frenkel-Kontorova model, even under the assumption of bilateral symmetric/isotropic strain, as described in Section 1.2. Even in this relatively simple case, if the energy cost of AA-sites is high enough, it is beneficial to form parallel domain boundaries instead of a triangular domain pattern by elongating triangular domains along one direction to essentially infinite length in one direction [19]. This is a discontinuous, symmetry-breaking transition and thus a first order phase transition. For bilayer graphene, the ratio between stacking energy costs of AA stacking and SP stacking is about 9. This corresponds to stripe domains forming if the strain is above a lower critical strain value of \( \epsilon_{c1} = 0.4\% \). Therefore, stripe domains can be expected in graphene on SiC samples (assuming the graphene–buffer layer interaction is close enough to the one of bilayer graphene, or intercalated samples). For samples created with short enough growth times or at low enough temperature, a mixture of both parallel domain boundaries and triangular patterns can be expected.

\[ \text{Figure 7.6: Calculated phase diagram and period of the superstructure as a function of relative biaxial strain in bilayer graphene as computed by Lebedeva and Popov [19]. Indicated phases: I: commensurate, II: triangular incommensurate, III: striped incommensurate. The solid line indicate the periodicity of the superstructure in the respective phases. The dashed and dash-dotted lines indicate the calculated periodicities if the SP barrier height in the GSFE would be 40% different (in which case the critical values would also shift).} \]
Finally, note that as the sample cools after growth, the lattice mismatch between the graphene and the SiC reconstruction decreases (to 0.1% or less at room temperature), but the number of carbon atoms in the graphene layer is already roughly fixed and the graphene layer is pinned to the substrate by defects and step edges. This yields a total compressive strain on the graphene (which might be partially offset by a carbon deficiency tensile strain for short growth times), but the relative lattice mismatch is globally kept the same by defect pinning.

Indeed, this is what we observe for the graphene on SiC samples, where the periodicity of the buffer layer is forced by the underlying SiC substrate, but the behavior of the graphene layer on top of that is governed by the van der Waals interaction and graphene’s properties.

Note however, that unlike on some metals [203, 204] for these boundaries all the strain compensation happens in-plane, i.e. no wrinkles form.

7.2.1 GPA analysis of strain

Figure 7.7: FFT of stripe and triangular phases. a, Small crop of sample B with both triangular domains and stripe domain in two directions. A straight and a curved step edge run horizontally through the image and are decorated with adsorbates appearing in black. b, Center of the FFT of a. Detected triangular domain spots are circled in blue. Four detected stripe domain spots are circled orange, and their difference used as the third reference vector is circled in dashed orange.

To characterize the stacking domains, we use (adaptive) geometric phase analysis (See Appendix A). In this way, we can extract local periodicities from the real space images and calculate back to relative strain values.

The transition from triangular to striped domains causes the length of the corresponding $k$-vector to double as one direction of domain boundaries aligns with a second to become parallel, thus doubling the frequency (with the third being pushed out). Therefore stripe domains yield separate peaks at roughly double the frequency in the FFT of domain images compared to triangular domains, as highlighted in orange and
blue respectively for Sample B in Figure 7.7. This relatively large separation in Fourier space between the triangular phase and the three striped phases means we can perform GPA for each separately and use this to distinguish them on a large scale and characterize each phase independently.

![Figure 7.8: GPA phases. a-c, GPA phases of an area of sample B corresponding to triangular domains. The $k$-vector used for each panel is indicated its inset. d, GPA amplitudes in RGB channels corresponding to the triangular domains. The substrate steps are visible as green lines. e-g, GPA phases of stripe domains. Red (e) corresponds to the dominantly present stripe phase. h, Similar to d, but for the stripe phases.](image)

The GPA phases for the triangular phase of Sample B are shown in Figure 7.8a-c, those for the stripe phase in Figure 7.8e-g. For both the triangular and the stripe phase, the corresponding amplitudes are shown as red, green, and blue channels in Figure 7.8d and h respectively.

The GPA phases only contain relevant information in the areas where the corresponding (stacking domain) phase occurs, as indicated by a high amplitude, and corresponding to a slowly varying GPA phase in real space.

By comparing the GPA amplitudes, we create a mask dividing the sample in stripe domains and triangular domains. For sample B, we use a threshold on the red and blue triangular domains, as the green GPA amplitude is dominated by the substrate steps, resulting in the mask shown in Figure 7.9a, with 45% of the characterized area triangular phase and 55% stripe phase. The stripe phase is subdivided over the directions in 48% red (parallel to the step edges), 6% green, and less than 1% blue, i.e. 88% of the stripe domains is roughly parallel to the step edges.

For both the stripe domains and the triangular domains, we compute a local periodicity from the gradient of the GPA phases. This local periodicity we then convert the local relative strain between the layers, which is shown in Figure 7.9b,c. Here, we have taken an average over the three directions for the triangular phase. In total, we observe strain between 0.2% and 0.7%. On average, the stripe domains exhibit higher strain val-
Figure 7.9: **a**, Mask distinguishing stripe and triangular domains based on the triangle GPA magnitudes. **b**, Extracted strain for both types of domains in sample B for the same region. Boundary between the different domains is indicated with white lines. **c**, Histogram of extracted strain values for both phases.

Values than the triangular domains. Nevertheless, there is a large overlap and additionally a large part of the triangular domains exhibit a strain larger than the critical value $\epsilon_{c1}$.

Figure 7.10: Area in Sample A with the GPA amplitudes corresponding to the three directions of stripe domains overlayed in red, green and blue.

For sample A and C, the triangular domains were not regular enough to obtain a GPA signal. Nevertheless, the GPA amplitudes of the stripe domains indicate the stripe domains well, as is visible in Figure 7.10. Therefore, as an alternative approach, masks are created by using a threshold value on these stripe domain amplitudes. Contrary to sample B, for sample A the three different stripe domains are almost divided equally, making up 18%, 17% and 19% of the area respectively, for a total of 53% (discrepancy due to rounding) stripe domains and 47% otherwise. Sample C is in between, with stripe
domains making up 40%, 11%, and 10% respectively for 61% stripe domains in total. Here, like in sample B, the majority stripe direction (in red) is roughly parallel to the step edges.

**Figure 7.11:** a, Mask on sample A based on the GPA amplitudes labeling stripe domains in three directions in red, green and blue, showing stripe domains of several hundred nanometer across. b, Extracted strain for all three directions of stripe domains for a region in the sample A. c, Histogram of extracted strain values for three domain directions.

**Figure 7.12:** a, Mask on sample C based on the GPA amplitudes labeling stripe domain in three directions in red, green and blue. b, Extracted strain for all three directions of stripe domains for a region in the sample C. c, Histogram of extracted strain values for three domain directions.

In Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12 the occurrence of the three orientation domains and the extracted relative strain for these samples is shown. Notably, the extracted strain values for the three different samples cover different ranges, with the strain in the stripe domains in sample C significantly lower than in the others.

### 7.2.2 Discussion

The extracted strain is not without error. The equidistant peaks visible in the histograms in Figures 7.9c, 7.11c and 7.12c are due to the discretization of the adaptive $k$-vector, and the $k$-vector perpendicular to the substrate steps is sensitive to those substrate steps,
which is the cause of the large peak at low strain values for the green stripe domains of sample A (Figure 7.11c) and the stripe domains of sample B (Figure 7.9b).

**Figure 7.13:** Extracted strain of Figure 7.9 split in different ranges for each phase, based on the theoretical critical strain value \( \varepsilon_{c0} = 0.3 \) (below which no domains are expected to form), and \( \varepsilon_{c1} = 0.37 \) (below which no stripe domains are expected). Both for the stripe domains (orange) and for the triangular domains (blue), the values below the critical values seem to exclusively correspond to artifacts of the GPA method, e.g. step edges.

To assess the influence of such artifacts on the histograms, we split the extracted strain values for Sample B in different groups, based on the expected phase transitions, as visualized in Figure 7.13. This shows that the large peak at low strain values is indeed almost completely due to the adsorbates on the step edges causing erroneous signal in the GPA.

Nevertheless, even discounting those artifacts, it is clear that a significant spread of the strain within a phase and a difference between the average strain value for the two phases remains, but also that triangular domains occur at higher strains than predicted by the model.

To interpret the stripe domains in terms of strain of the graphene, we need to closely consider what happens in a stripe domain. Perpendicular to the stripe, all the lattice mismatch (at growth temperature) relative to the buffer layer is released and concentrated in the domain boundaries. Parallel to the stripe, we can roughly expect the same lattice mismatch, but now the graphene in that direction is strained to be commensurate to the buffer layer. The variation in period and lattice mismatch perpendicular to the stripe is therefore also a measure of the variation and value of the strain itself parallel to the stripe.

Of course, the patches of anisotropic strain in different directions fit together, meaning that there will be local variation in the magnitude and direction of the strain, both relative to the substrate and in absolute terms.

**Domain wall orientations**

For sample B, domain walls in the stripe phases align with one of the domain wall directions in the triangular phase, i.e. the peaks in the FFT in Figure 7.8b for both phases are in the same direction. This is in contradiction with the theory of a strained lattice,
where the domain walls in the triangular phase run along the zigzag directions of the graphene lattice and the domain walls in the stripe phases along one of the armchair directions [19]. Although the triangular domains in sample A and sample C are not ordered enough to show up as sharp peaks in the FFT, visual inspection of the images indicates a better adherence to this theoretical prediction, but also a spread of the orientation of the triangular domains, which will be explored in more detail in the next section. This does however suggest that the step edges in sample B have a strong influence on the direction of the domain boundary, presumably by uniaxially straining the lattice.

### 7.3 Symmetry breaking AA-sites (Spiral domain walls)

![Image](image.png)

**Figure 7.14:** a, Spiral domain walls around AA-sites in sample A. b, Very regular triangles with very little spiral rotation in Sample B. c, Less regular area of Sample B with more rotation in each spiral and opposing orientations. d, Spiral domain walls in Sample C. Contrast optimized per sample, scalebar valid for all images in this figure.

Taking a closer look at the AA-sites in the different samples in Figure 7.14, we observe spiral domain walls. As the six domain boundaries approach a AA-site, they do not connect straight to it, but bend, either all to the left or all to the right, before connecting in a small spiral. Such spiral domain boundaries have been observed before in various systems, including epitaxial metal systems such as Cu(111)/Ni(111) and Cu/Ru(1000) interfaces, graphene grown on copper, and 2H–1T-TaS$_2$ polytype heterostructures (See Chapter 8) [17, 18, 196, 205–207] and have been reproduced in simulations [16, 208]. Authors seem however hesitant to give a qualitative explanation for this symmetry breaking. One tentative intuitive explanation would be that the spiral domain walls are just a result of the shear domain boundary having lower energy cost per unit length than the strain type domain boundary. Thus a deviation from straight domain boundaries is promoted in the case of strain domain boundaries, but no such deviation is forced in the case of pure twist, where the domain boundaries are already in the lowest possible energy configuration [19].

In the samples studied here, both orientations of spirals occur, even on the same SiC terrace, even as direct neighbors. According to simulations of a wide variety of twist angles, biaxial strain and combinations thereof [16], a coexistence of both spiral orientations is an indication of pure lattice mismatch, without twist angle (as we would expect for this system), as the system is mirror symmetric and only the spiral itself breaks the symmetry. A pure twist moiré pattern would be signaled by no spiraling and indeed
for the TBG sample studied in Chapter 6, no spiraling is visible. For a combination of strain and a small twist between the layers, the mirror symmetry is broken, and all spirals should align.

There is variation in how much the spirals curl near the AA sites. It seems to depend on the sample, but there is even variation on the same sample, as exemplified by the difference between Figure 7.14b and c, both on Sample B. Curiously, the moiré lattice also seems somewhat rotated between those areas, indicating that in at least one of the two cases a local twist between the graphene and buffer layer occurs in addition to the biaxial strain. A biaxial strain magnifies the relative twist of the atomic lattices, similar to how a twist angle magnifies a uniaxial strain. In this case, the atomic twist angle $\theta_a$ can be expressed as function of the biaxial strain $\epsilon$ and the apparent moiré twist angle $\theta$ as follows:

$$\theta_a = \theta - \arcsin \left( \frac{\sin \theta}{1 + \epsilon} \right) \approx \epsilon \theta$$

Therefore, the observed moiré angle difference of the moiré patterns in Figure 7.14b and c of $\theta \approx 15^\circ$ at a strain of $\epsilon \approx 0.45\%$ corresponds to a twist angle difference of the atomic lattices of $\theta_a \approx 0.07^\circ$. Here, the lattice in b should actually correspond to a larger twist than the one in c. Note that this twist angle is the average angle between the unrelaxed lattices, as the atomic lattices within the domain are commensurate.

To fully analyze this, an optimization approach disentangling strain and twist just like employed in Chapter 6 could be employed.

Nevertheless, this demonstrates that the triangular moiré pattern is not only a very sensitive measure of the lattice constant mismatch, but in the presence of such a lattice constant mismatch, the direction of the spiraling of the domain boundaries combined with the orientation of the moiré lattice is a very sensitive probe to the relative local orientation.

### 7.4 Topological defects: Edge dislocations

The strain-caused moiré patterns observed in these systems magnify topological defects of the atomic lattice, just like in the twisted bilayer graphene case studied in Chapter 6.2.2. More precisely, in the absence of any edge dislocations in the graphene layer and the buffer layer, each domain borders on precisely 3 AA-nodes and each pair of neighboring AA-nodes has only 1 domain boundary connecting them. Any deviation from these two rules indicates an atomic edge dislocation in one of the constituting layers.

Despite the fact that we can expect the number of edge dislocations in the underlying SiC substrate, and therefore in the buffer layer, to be very low on these microscopic levels [209, 210], we observe many such defects in all three samples, although in different densities. Examples for sample A and sample C are shown in Figure 7.15. Contrary to the TBG case, domain boundaries near edge dislocations in areas with more disorder deform the surrounding lattice significantly, with a domain boundary crossing over to the next domain boundary often with a significant kink, i.e. domain boundaries running between the same nodes repel each other and form a triangle.

$^3$For any realistic atomic strain, this expression is valid for $|\theta_a| \lesssim \epsilon$, but the crossover at $\theta = 30^\circ$ makes it impossible to distinguish the sign for $|\theta_a| \gtrsim \frac{\epsilon}{2}$ in BF-LEEM.
Figure 7.15: a, Detail of Sample A. Two sets of four AA-nodes, each set bordering one domain are indicated in blue and orange. Each of these domains therefore contains one edge dislocation. b, Detail of Sample C. A set of seven AA-nodes bordering a single domain is indicated in green. This domain therefore contains multiple edge dislocations. Each edge dislocation also corresponds to a domain boundary with a characteristic kink in it, forming a triangle with another domain boundary connecting the same nodes. c,d, Details of Sample C showing more kinked domain boundaries at the edges of striped domain areas. Contrast optimized per sample, scalebar valid for all images in this figure.

Figure 7.16: Dislocations in Sample B. a, Dislocation in a triangular domain area at the center of the blue circle. b, Two dislocations in a stripe domain area, indicated by orange and green circles. c, GPA phases of a, where the dislocation corresponds to a singularity in the GPA phase. d, Similarly, GPA phase for the stripe domain in b. The singularity of the dislocation in the lower right is of order 2, as the Burgers vector is parallel to the lattice vector corresponding to the GPA phase. The singularity at the end of the AA-node chain in the upper left is not visible in the GPA phase, as the Burgers vector is perpendicular to the relevant lattice vector. Insets of (c,d) indicate the corresponding reciprocal vectors of the GPA phases. Scalebar in c applies to all panels.

Edge dislocations in highly ordered areas in sample B, both in triangular and stripe areas show minimal distortion of the surrounding lattice. Using GPA, we can highlight these atomic edge dislocations, just like in TBG, as shown in Figure 7.16, except in the case when the Burger’s vector corresponding to the dislocation is parallel to the stripes.

As the density of dislocations is not dominated by edge dislocations in the buffer-layer / SiC substrate itself, this should be another indicator of the quality of the graphene layer. In particular in sample C, high numbers of dislocations within a single stacking domain are found between areas of different stripe directions. This suggest that stripe domains might already form during growth and coalesce, reconciling the lattice mismatch
due to the different strain directions with edge dislocations.

7.5 CONCLUSION
In this Chapter, we have shown that LEEM imaging of domain boundaries in epitaxial graphene on SiC enables the study of strain and atomic edge dislocations on large scales. We have shown that the growth conditions of high quality graphene on SiC cause areas of anisotropic stripes in different directions. We have shown that these stripe domains might already form during the nucleation phase of the growth (as opposed to during cooldown) and cause atomic edge dislocations when different directions grow together.

The growth temperature, growth duration and the amount of carbon pre-deposited all have significant effects on the growth, but also on the domain boundaries formed. Thus the study of these domain boundaries can aid the optimization of growth parameters. In addition to these known parameters influencing the growth, we have seen strong indications that the direction of the step edges of the substrate with respect to the atomic lattice influences the stacking domains and therefore this miscut direction also influences the quality of the resulting graphene. Finally, similar to the TBG case, we suspect that the topological defects in the domain boundary network could be interesting in itself.

7.6 OUTLOOK
We have only scratched the surface of the information available in these domain boundary datasets. Therefore we here give a few more suggestions of information that could be extracted, but are beyond the scope of this chapter. First, it would be informative to connect the images directly to the atomic lattice directions, either by connecting to LEED data, or possibly by observing the local directions of the substrate step edges. Second, for the triangular domains the local uniaxial and biaxial strain, and twist should be separated using a Kerelsky-style decomposition based on the extracted \( k \)-vectors as described for the TBG case in Appendix A.6. Third, statistics of left versus right orientation spiral domain walls as a function of the local (minimal) twist angle between the lattices could be obtained. These could be used to measure energy differences as a function of twist angle and strain. Finally, it would be worthwhile to observe dynamics of domain walls, to study the stability of the orientation of spiral domain walls in the twist-free case and potentially obtain more detailed experimental data on the energy landscape that governs these domain boundaries.
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